MILK RELAY PLACES
The Milk Relay Championships
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indoor mile relay by an even wider margin. For it was the same John Bowser, Bill Smith, and Bill Garrey who ripped the third quarter mile out in impressively low times. Coach Kan tler, who placed no weight in it at all and did not even enter his Boston College team in the final leg, was apparently not too happy with the result. It was not his usual "triple" form. It was felt that with the regular players back in the picture, Harvard’s chances of taking the mile outdoor championship at New England at Worcester were now strong.

New England at Worcester
There was a strong probability of a dual meet with Navy at Annapolis sometime early in May that would ensure a fourth consecutive New England title. The meet between the two lower classes which can serve as a sort of spring field day had probably decided on the kind of season to be expected in the initial meet of the conference. The final four round of the conference will be held in Worcester. Club on year end points will now be tabulated as several engineers have a record of five consecutive wins and while it is too early to know anything about their chances it is evident that this meet will be the test of the season for them.

IT C. A. A. A. will be held in the Harvard stadium as usual one week after the New Englands but in this case the competition will be too keen for the Engineers any cause. The Harvard band will be more familiar with the track and will make it harder for the Engineers any cause.

WAR TUXEDO SUITS
Tuxedo suits will be the rage for the Pennsylvania basketball management and all the Intercollegiates.

Tentative Track Schedule
April 7—Freshman-Sophomore Dual Games, Tech Field.

April 17—Interclass Meet, Tech Field.
April 25—Penn Relay Carnival, Philadelphia.

May 9—Boston Tech Carnival, Boston.


THE DETOUR
"The Detour" is a mystery serial that ran in the Boston Sunday Post from 1907 to 1911. It is about a man named Jack Mullen who appears to be a successful businessman, but he is actually a ruthless and cunning criminal. The series is known for its fast-paced plot and unexpected twists. The last installment of the series was published in the final issue of the newspaper, which ceased publication on May 15, 1911. Despite the end of the newspaper, the series continued to be popular and has been reprinted several times in book form. The story is a classic example of a detective novel and has influenced many other mystery and crime stories. The series is also notable for its contribution to the development of the detective fiction genre.